
Energizing your Fleet

Discover how to successfully fuel your electric fleet for the future.

Get started at electrada.com

Guaranteed Performance
Our industry-leading SLA mitigates 
unreliable equipment risks.

100% Capitalized
We design, own, and manage your 
electric fuel solution at no cost to you — 
you pay just for the electric fuel you use.

Reliable 99% Uptime 
We’ve raised the bar on technical 
reliability to ensure virtually 
uninterrupted EV charging capability.

Predictable Pricing 
Our fixed electric fuel price guarantees 
savings from day one.

360 Charging-as-a-Service 
(CaaS) from Electrada.
The most innovative, effective, and low-risk way to 
seamlessly transition your fleet to electric fuel, 
Electrada's 360 CaaS reduces fleet fuel cost per mile 
from day one — guaranteed.

 WELCOME TO

How will you navigate the complex 
and costly transition to an electric fleet 
without disrupting your operations 
or your bottom line?

By 2040, US fleets will include more than 15 million electric vehicles*, 
with 40% of their operating costs centered on one component: FUEL.

Yet access to reliable EV charging infrastructure remains a major 
obstacle to EV adoption and successful fleet operations, all while 
volatile energy markets present a challenge to electric fuel budgeting.

*Bloomberg Research



Energizing your Fleet

Regardless of where you are on your fleet electrification journey, let us guide you 
through a seamless, risk-mitigated electric fuel solution that works best for your fleet.

Get started at electrada.com

Fleet electrification doesn’t have 
to be costly and complicated. 

fleet electrification simplified + potential 
lifetime savings of up to 70% vs. DIY.

     Manage
your electric fleet 
delivery, backed by 
ironclad performance
guarantees.

5     Electrify
your fleet with a 
reduced cost per 
mile from day one.

4     Build
your EV charging 
infrastructure onsite.

3     Plan
a customized 
conversion program, 
timetable, and 
energy strategy.

2     Analyze
your real-world use 
cases and fleet 
needs.
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Electrada’s 5 Steps to Energizing Your Fleet
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How 360 Charging-as-a-Service Works
Backed by BlackRock, the leader in clean energy infrastructure 
investing, and working hand-in-hand with strategic partners in 
the automotive, manufacturing, EV charging, energy, and fleet 
management sectors, Electrada can shift your fleet 
electrification to the express lane with 360 
Charging-as-a-Service, our complete electric fuel solution:

YOU pay just for the electric fuel you need — 
at a predictable price that absorbs energy price volatility.
 
WE cover and manage everything else, including:
• design and construction of your custom electric fuel solution. 
• your EV charging infrastructure and equipment costs.
• industry-leading maintenance with optimized performance.


